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Dear Friends
In many circles it is customary to present the guests with a memento of letters or
manuscripts from Tzadikim and/or Chassidim, related to the family.
In the enclosed pamphlet you will find:
1. Letters that were sent by the Previous Lubavitcher Rebbe Rabbi JI Schneersonand the
Rebbe, Rabbi MM Schneerson to the grandfather of the chosson, Rabbi Hershel
Fogelman of Blessed memory.
2. Stories and memories written by Rabbi Hershel Fogelman originally in Hebrew, that a
portion has been translated in honor of the wedding.
Rabbi Levi Yitzchok & Chana Shoshana
Fogelman

Rabbi Moshe Hillel & Chana
Baron
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Stories written by Rabbi Hershel Fogelman
1. Rosh Chodesh Elul of 1940 would be the wedding of my dear friend—shliach of
our Rebbe—Harav Moshe Hecht, to Rivka the daughter of Shmaya Krinsky, z"l. As
friends of the groom, we [myself and others studying in Tomchei Tmimim] desired
very much to participate. Although the Yeshiva administration refused to grant us
necessary leave, we nonetheless traveled to Boston.
The wedding was a joyous one, and we Lubavitch Chassidim made a good
impression on the largely Orthodox crowd. One among the guests was the famous
Rabbi and teacher: Hagaon Mordechai Savitsky. He very taken by our group, it was
rare to see young religious men and, additionally, our obvious brotherly love.
Upon our return to the Yeshiva we were confronted by the mashpia Reb Shmuel
Levitin. After we had left he reported our absence to the Previous Rebbe. We had
gone without permission. The Rebbe's reply, "Un vus iz mit ahavas rayim—And
what about love of friends?" Reb Shmuel, now thoroughly appeased, wished to share
with us the Rebbe's perspective. Truth be told—the ahavas rayim then was
something extraordinary.
2. Pesach, 1945: the second night. We came—as every year—to watch the Previous
Rebbe conduct his seder. It was about one in the morning, and although my
colleagues and I had long since completed this mitzva at our own homes, the
Rebbe's seder was in full swing. We waited at the entrance to the dining room; the
room was a majestic sight, set up for royalty. The Previous Rebbe sat at the head of a
beautiful table, while his son-in-law, the (then) future Rebbe, sat to his left. I stood
behind the mashpia Reb Yisroel Jacobson.
It was when they were reading the Hallel, toward the end of the Haggadah, when the
Previous Rebbe called out suddenly and in a mighty voice, “Lemakei meluchim
gedolim ki leoilam chassdoi—He strikes down great kings for his kindness is
everlasting!” It was as if his soul was appealing to heaven. Reb Yisroel Jacobson
turned to me and said, “Es vet bald zein neiess—There will be news soon…”
Literally, a week, perhaps two weeks later was when Hitler (yemach shemoi) was
killed and President Franklin D. Roosevelt died.
3. Rabbi Dovid Frankel was an author of holy books and the father-in-law of the
Chossid Reb Dovber Tzukerman, the Rabbi of Buffalo, NY. He related to me that
once, upon his travels in Russia to search for manuscripts, etc., he came across a
small city of which I can’t recall the name. In the morning he prayed at a
congregation that followed the Nusach Ari method and then partook in a small
repast one of the congregants had prepared to mark a Yartzeit [passing of a close
relative]. Sitting around the table the small group started quarreling furiously,
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erupting into such an argument that each one was screaming. During the
commotion there was a certain Chossid who insistently continued to proclaim in a
raised voice, “The Rebbe said there must be sholom [peace].” The dispute lasted
over an hour and yet the Chossid kept at it: “The Rebbe says there must be sholom."
In the end he prevailed for the group agreed with him and actually made peace.
Rabbi Dovid, who up until that point never encountered Chabad chassidim, was
fascinated that the Rebbe’s will dominated. Apparently this occurred in the days of
the Rebbe Rashab.
4. In the summer of 1942 [5702] I went on shlichus—around to different places to
spread Judaism. Before I left, I arranged a private audience with the Previous
Rebbe. Amongst other things, he told me, “What will beaccomplished should be to
such an extent, that it will not be necessary to be ashamed of the Canadian temimim
[students]." At this time the students in the Lubavitch Yeshiva that was originally
in Otwock, Poland, and whomlater escaped to Japan and Shanghai during
WWII, came to Canada and were tremendously successful in their work of
strengthening Judaism there. Regarding this was the comment the Previous Rebbe
made about the Canadian temimim.
5. Approximately in the year 1947 [5707] we visited a Beis Yakov camp in the
Catskill Mountains. There was a man there whom people regarded as a
Kabbalist and a student of someone that lived in America—I believe R'Zacharya, z"l,
was his name. He claimed that he could look at your hands and tell you your past,
present, and future. He tried my hands and said more or less accurately what
transpired with me of which he had no way of knowing otherwise.
When I returned to New York, I went into the (future) Rebbe’s office and told
him about this individual. He asked some questions about him and I related that he
did not have a beard [not a Chossid]. The Rebbe told me that I should have spoken
with him about "Yechuda Tata" and "Yechudah Ila" which are fundamental Chasidic
Concepts that discuss the oneness of G-d's existence— both from the human
perspective and from the Divine G-dly reality. He told me that the (Previous) Rebbe
had spoken and written to many that were involved in “practical”Kabbalah etc., and
about (I believe he may have said) the Chossid R’ Binyomen Kletzker. This
man would say that, if he were to meet someone at a funeral who would raise a
corpse, it would not faze him. But if he knew about "Yechuda Tata" and "Yechuda
Ila," now that would be something unique!
6. On the 11th of Shevat in 1950 [5710], as they were preparing for the funeral of
the previous Rebbe, I stood next to the (then future) Rebbe reciting Psalms. In an
adjoining room, "eltere" [older and more experienced] Chassidim busied themselves
with the traditional pre-burial cleansing of the Previous Rebbe's body. Here is
where the door opened and Rabbi Mordechai Groner, z"l, entered. He asked the
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Rebbe what the proper order of clothing would be; there's a traditional method for
dressing the deceased—whether to first place the pants or the shirt. Without
missing a beat the Rebbe answered, “It appears to me that the Rambam [a major
Halachic authority] rules that, for the Kohen Gadol, pants were adorned first."
7. In the year 1950 [5710], shortly after the [passing of the Previous Rebbe on
the] 10th of Shevat, my wife and I were told by members of the Orthodox shul in
Worcester that it would be advisable to relocate to an emptyapartment on top of the
Shul. We lived a distance away so the proposition made sense. After first consulting
with the Rebbe Nesi Doreinu [[then future]leader of our generation], I agreed.
There was some opposition, however, to our move, being that I was a Lubavitcher
and this was not a Chabad synagogue. The members held a meeting and the majority
vote was in our favor. This took place on Saturdaynight. Sunday, after after our
Hebrew School Program, I called to inform the Rebbe about the apartment. The
Rebbe told me an astonishing thing; he said that I should place a lock on the door
before the people who opposed us had a chance to do so. Just a few moments later, a
friend, a Mr. Rothenthal, visited to warn us about a plan to lock us out, to keep us
from entering the house. The Rebbe's words were open “ruach hakodesh” [divine
Insight]. I went over, opened the door and, thank G-d, we arrived successfully.
8. When I was in Buffalo, NY, in 1945 [5705], I found a book called “Mishkanos
Leavir Yakov"—authored by Rabbi Moishe Gelbshtein. Rabbi Moishe had lived about
a hundred years earlier, he was a chossid [follower] of the Kotzker Rebbe and later
traveled to visit the court of the Tzemach Tzedek of Lubavitch. The book is about the
laws of “Guarding the Holy Temple” and how it applies in the present time.
What was fascinating was the end of the book. There are found various
letters, stories, and wondrous tales that transpired between the Tzemach Tzedek
and the author of the Chidushei Harim. I sent the book to the [now current] Rebbe
who then showed it to the Previous Rebbe. The next time I was in New York, the
Rebbe said to me, “The [Previous] Rebbe related that the Rebbe Maharash said
about the author that he was a Chassidishe“baal dimyoin”—a Chasidishe “person
with an imagination.”
9. In 1918 [5718] I brought a group of supporters to visit the Rebbe. We showed him
our plans for a new building for the Yeshiva in Worcester. In literally a moment he
noticed that the Social Hall would also serve as the shulRoom, and then asked, “and
where is the lunch room?” The Rebbe then immediately proceeded to make
additional corrections and suggestions. The group was momentarily stunned at the
quickness and depth with which he had processed the blueprints.
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10. In the 1950s I was invited to give a speech for the Young Israel of Hartford,
Connecticut. Among the leaders there was one Yechezkel Bet, an honorable man and
relative of the Rebbe. It appears that the speech was successful, and Mr. Bet called
the Rebbe to inform him about it. It was because of this that I received a call from
Rabbi Chodakov, the Rebbe's personal secretary. He declared that the
Rebbe wondered how could it be that I had not informed him and that he had to
hear about this from someone else?! It was “joy fixed in my heart on one side…” etc.
11. I once heard Reb Shmuel Levitin say in a Farbrengen, “The difference between a
Prophet and a Rebbe is that a Prophet sees what will happen. A Rebbe sees and it
happens.”
12. A group of shluchim [emissaries] once rented rooms together in the Crown Hotel
for a farbengen. Among them was Rabbi Yakov Yehudah Hecht, may his memory be
for a blessing, ("and distinguish them for good life") Rabbi Mendel Feldman, Rabbi
Yosef Weinburg, Rabbi Mordechai Dov Altein, and myself. Altogether there were
about twenty-five people.
During the farbengen we decided to write a letter to the Rebbe. I was to transcribe
it, and Rabbi Hecht was to deliver the letter to Rabbi Leibel Groner (may he be well)
who would then give it to the Rebbe. The contents of the letter was about our
hiskashrus, [our renewed commitment and dedication to the Rebbe and his work].
When I later came to 770 [Lubavitch Headquarters], I met Reb Leib and he told me
that the Rebbe took the letter in his hand, looked at it and commented, "This is
Hershel Fogelman’s handwriting."
13. Once, it was either the month of Teves or Shevat of the year 1940 [5700], my
friends and I visited the home of Rabbi Moshe Dovber Rivkin to comfort him on the
passing of his mother (may her memory be for a blessing). This happened after the
news spread that the Previous Rebbe escaped Warsaw and arrived at
Riga. Obviously, this was quite a hype for Lubavitch Chassidim who were anxiously
awaiting his arrival in America.
Reb Shmuel [Levitin] was there and, always inspiring, the following is what he spoke
about. The past year on the last day of Pesach, the Previous Rebbe related a
discourse describing how, when Moshe was born, the people of Israel discussed how
the redeemer who will take them our of Egypt had been born.
In his speech, the Rebbe said that, in the same manner, everyone must speak about
the coming of Moshiach, and he emphasized the importance of such talk. Then he
quoted the verse “Ad ki yavoi shiloi—until shiloi will arrive." He said that the
4
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numerical value of "shiloi" was the word "Moshe," and "yavoi shiloi" equales
"Moshiach."
Reb Shmuel illustrated to us what a tremendous thing it was that that the Previous
Rebbe was saved in the week of parshas Vayechi, in the very parsha that we read the
verse, “Ad ki Yavoi Shiloi”.
14. In 1938/9 [5699] I studied in the yeshiva of Torah Vodaas with two of my close
friends: Berel Baumgarten and Avrohom Hecht. The yeshiva was not affiliated with
the Chabad movement but, one night, it was the 8th of Kislev, I overheard them
secretly discussing a farbrengen. I asked them what this was about, and perhaps I
can participate?
"Tonight," I was told, "go upstairs to the second floor of the study hall and ask Reb
Mottel Altein if you can join." Curiously, I followed instructions. Reb Mottel gave me
permission but advised me to wear a nicer hat.
Following an address in Brownsville, I arrived that night at the house of Rabbi
Yisroel Jacobson, a leading Chabad mashpia. The farbrengen hosted a variety of
people including: Reb Eliyhau Simpson, Berel Chaskind, Avrohom Pariz, Yochanan
Gordon, Avrohom Ziskind, and other young men who studied at the two well-known
American yeshivos of Torah Vodaas or Rav Chaim Berlin's.
Traditionally, a farbrengen is held to commemorate an event, and this one was no
different. People gathered that night in honor of the 9th of Kislev, to hear talk and
learn teachings of the second Chabad Rebbe, whose passing and birthday we were
celebrating. Reb Shmuel [Levitin] had just recently arrived from overseas and was
the main speaker of the evening.
The talk was geshmak [Yiddish expression for "just right"], the soulful songs stirred
ones heart, and the friendship was palpable. We said a l'chaim on vodka that was
called 'Old Everold.' The central theme was about the Previous Rebbe and his selfsacrifice in Russia's spiritual desert.
Reb Shmuel explained a concept while quoting from the Shabbos morning prayers:
“In the mouths of upright He will be exalted”—relates to the time before Jews were
given the Torah.
“By the lips of the righteous He will be blessed”—this refers to post Mt. Sinai.
“In the language of the kind He will be hallowed”—from the times of the Baal Shem
Tov and onward.
“In midst the holy one He will be praised”—after the coming of Moshiach.
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From that point on I joined the farbrengens, as well as the Tanya lessons held in the
home of Rabbi Jacobson on Saturday nights.
15. Once, at a private audience I had with the Previous Rebbe, he began talking to
me about Rabbi Dovid Frankel the father-in-law of Reb Dovberish Tzukerman, the
chief Rabbi of Buffalo.
It was in 1945 and Rabbi Dovid was feeling ill. The Rebbe told me to visit him in his
name, at this man's house in Williamsburg. I already knew him from when he used
to visit his son-in-law in Buffalo, [Rabbi Fogelman was at that time running the
Yeshiva Achei Temimim of Buffalo from 1943-1946 approximately]. He was called
the “visiantir dayen” and he was of the exceptional people that dealt with
manuscripts. He was tremendously pleased that the Rebbe had thought to send
someone to visit him, and he related many stories to me. He recalled how he had
once met the Previous Rebbe in Switzerland and they spent time together.
He told me that on one occasion the Previous Rebbe marveled to him about his sonin-law [the Rebbe], and he remembers him exclaiming,“His tikkun chatzois!" and
other such expressions.
16. Rabbi Yakov Shif told me that he was in Switzerland when the Previous Rebbe
spoke there and when our Rebbe was there as well.
He became very close to our Rebbe and the Rebbe once sent him on a mission to
deliver a very important letter to the post office. On the way curiosity overcame
Rabbi Shif and he peeked inside and read the letter. The letter was written by the
Previous Rebbe about Tanya and it was printed during that time.
When he returned from the post office the Rebbe asked him if he completed his
assignment, he said he had and admitted what he had done.
The Rebbe challenged him, “Hayitachen—How could you?" Yakov Shif explained
that, when he was a boy, his father would bring him, on holidays, to see the Rebbe,
Yeshayele Kastirer [a Rebbe from a Polish Chassidic sect].
During Yom Tov they didn’t have any wine to make kiddush, had barely any challah
for lechem mishneh [double portion], and they could barely hear the prayers in shul.
He turned to his father and asked him why at home all the mitzvos are completed to
perfection and here, at the Rebbe's court, they are wanting. His father answered
him, “Mein kind, my child, the [so-called] ‘sins’ that we perform when at the Rebbe
are an 'atonement' for the mitzvos we do a whole year."
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The Rebbe smiled and apparently accepted his reply.
17. The Rebbe once led a farbrengen in the early forties, 1942-43. He explained at
length how everything that exists in the world and all of science is to be found in the
Torah without exception, only in a different form.
The Rebbe quoted the Zohar, “Kudsha Brich hu looks in the Torah and creates the
world," and the Medrash, “The Torah is G-d’s tool." This indicates how everything is
to be found in Torah.
The Rebbe went on to explain the name that the Previous Rebbe gave for the
Lubavitch Educational department, “Merkaz Linyanei Chinuch—Central
Organization for Education."
For illustration the Rebbe spoke about the idea of a hexagon as it is in Mathematics.
You take a circle and through drawing a straight line from the center of the circle to
the circle's edge, you are then able to add six lines forming a hexagon.
The Rebbe explained as follows: the circle is the world. The central point of the
circle is Shabbos, the six lines are all focused and leading toward the central point.
This is the meaning of what we say in the morning prayers, “Today is the first day of
the week.” [For the word week we use the expression Shabbos, as if to say today is
the first day of Shabbos], “Yoim Rishon Leshabbos." Because every day is focused on
Shabbos.
The Rebbe went on to explain at length the concept of the name,
“Central Organization for Education."
18. During a Yechidus [private meeting with the Rebbe] at the end of the month of
Av in 1943 [5743], the Previous Rebbe gave me a brocha for success on my trip to
Buffalo.
The Rebbe told me that, besides for working in the Yeshiva, I should also make an
effort to speak in the synagogues but musn’t take over the other Rabbis' posts as
there were a few of them whom already set services and lectures in those Shuls. The
Rebbe explained that I am being sent “to add and not to detract."
I then told the Rebbe how every time I leave the city I feel lonesome, and the Rebbe
responded in a heartbeat, “You are not alone, du bist zich nisht elend. Wherever you
work for the fortifying of Torah, I am with you.”
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In reality the work in Buffalo was a great success.
[Addendum: Rabbi Fogelman wrote down these words on a small piece of paper and
kept it in his wallet throughout his entire life.]
19. In our city in Worcester there lived a man whose name was Alter Meeitan. He
was raised in the city of Lubavitch. His father was Rabbi Moshe Binyomin who also
lived in Lubavitch and is buried in Worcester.
On his tomb is engraved the words, “Moshe Binyomin from Lubavitch." He was one
of the teachers of the Previous Rebbe. He used to teach him Mishnayot Baal Peh, etc.
I myself didn’t know him, but he is mentioned many times in Likkutei Dibburim [a
work of the Previous Rebbe].
When the Previous Rebbe visited New York in 1929, Rabbi Moshe Binyomin came to
visit him and he asked that they should not tell the Previous Rebbe of his identity.
The Previous Rebbe (in recording this event) writes, “Immediately I recognized that
this was my teacher Rabbi Moshe Binyomin who taught me Mishnayot Baal Peh."
His son, a Mr. Alter, told me that his father was one of the transcribers who worked
for the transcriber Reb Shmuel. Once, Reb Shmuel didn’t pay him and he went to the
Rebbe Rashab who paid him.
Mr. Meitan also told me that when his father was preparing to embark to America he
went to the Rebbe Rashab to receive his blessing. The Rebbe inquired as to which
city he was traveling to. When he answered "Worcester," the Rebbe Rashab
exclaimed: “Worcester! Vuster iz duch a chassidisher shtut, Worcester is a
Chassidishe city.”
20. In the early forties there was a practice in New York called “Shoe Shine Boys."
Young boys would parade in the street holding boxes which contained shoe polish,
brushes etc. offering to clean and polish shoes for 5 to 10 pennies.
Once at a farbrengen Rabbi Yisroel Jacobson took a lot of Mashke [strong drink] and
called out in great fervor, “Today is the 24th of the month of Teves, Today marks the
passing of the Alter Rebbe. Oy! If only we would only be shoe shine boys in the
Garden of Eden of the Alter Rebbe!”
The farbrengen that night was during one of the first years of the Lubavitcher
Yeshiva's opening, either 1940 or 1941. Everyone then was in high spirits, and this
statement made quite an impression.
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